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Above All, by Mandeep Bal

Our online meetings are proving very popular; the fifth meeting of the year brought us
nineteen new photos, with twenty-three members in virtual attendance. Michael made
his Zoom Moderator debut, and with Leif ’s assistance in handling the presentation,
ably guided us through the many images and insightful discussion while still getting
us home on time.

Upcoming Meetings

The photographs of the night tended toward muted or monochrome images, with
many emphasizing strong graphics and patterns. Themes of emptiness, loss, change,
and mystery continue their prominence, with many photos receiving emotional, rather
than technical, responses. This is only a good thing as we bring more of ourselves to
our art and our lives.

December 2
Stephen Gilligan

November 18
Dass

Winter Break
See you January 6!

At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression,
so we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and diﬀerent ideas,
creating an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. These evenings are times of inspiration,
honing our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. This is the measure of our success.
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Images Shown,
November 4
Allan Flagel
Approaching Storm
Dass
The Path
Leif Petersen
Shanghai Market Treasures
Matthew Robertson
Flexity
Mort Shapiro
Disconnect
Nick Janushewski
Smoky Mountains
Tom Yates
Quince
Bruce Macaulay
Coal Fired Power Plant,
Page, Arizona
Leaving the City, by Marvin Cooper

Doris Woudenberg
Working on the Motherboard
Lawrence Sitwell
Windows

Carm Griffin
White Sands

Marie Algieri-Goldgrub
Fresh Leaves in Autumn

Craig Lauder
The Psychic Reader

Marvin Cooper
Leaving the City

Judy Griffin
X’s and O’s

Michael Anderson
At the Foot of the Glacier

Sue Curtis
The Dinner Party

Paul Yi
Jungle

Mandeep Bal
Above All

In art, as in life generally, we need to study our craft, develop our skills,
and absorb the knowledge and insight passed down by tradition.
– Chogyam Trungpa
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Above:
The Dinner Party,
by Sue Curtis
Left:
X’s and O’s
by Judy Griﬃn

A stack of lobster traps
against a shack in
Newfoundland. I liked the
graphic nature of the
arrangement and felt it was
a stronger image as a B&W.

Not everything can be felt and not everything will be ever understood.
– Santosh Kalwar
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Left: The Psychic Reader,
by Craig Lauder
Below: Windows,
by Lawrence Sitwell

There are three elements to this photograph.
1) A buildings window glass with lots of condensation inside.
2) Shown on this window is a reflections of what is behind the photographer.
3) What is inside the building are more windows in a small model house, possibly a doll house.

Houses must have walls and rooftops for a reason. My only query is the windows.
Why do they have windows? Is it to let a glimpse of the world in? Or for us to see out?
– Markus Zusak
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Right: Coal Fired Power Plant
in Page, Arizona
by Bruce Macaulay
Below: White Sands,
by Carm Griﬃn

I titled it White Sands, even though the “sand” is really gypsum. Gypsum storms appear on
occasion. The one we experienced was so severe that we dared not open the truck doors nor take a
cap oﬀ the camera lens. When heading back to our campsite in Alamogordo, we stopped along
New Mexico Route 70, and right under the landing path of Stealth Bombers doing simulated
landings at Holloman AFB. They were so close above us that we could see the landing pot lights
and the tiles under the wings. The storm must have been good practice for Desert Storm 2.

See the world as it is, not as you wish it would be.
– Emily Jenkins
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Powerful Storm,
by Allan Flagel
Above: Version 1
Right: Version 2

Image Evolution
by Allan Flagel
Most photographers appreciate the value of experimentation and exploration, knowing that even in failure there is
something to be learned. It has always intrigued me how other photographers have produced abstract or at least
ambiguous images. Unfortunately, we rarely learn the backstories or even see the original photographs from which
these images were derived.
Here I have outlined the path taken to my image, “Approaching Storm”, seen at our last Zoom meeting.
continues next page…

Time passes so slowly when there is an element of strangeness, of newness, in one’s surroundings.
– Susan Sontag
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Approaching Storm, by Allan Flagel

1) “Powerful Storm.1” was shot at the end of July while heading home after a sunny round of golf. I could
see the dark clouds unloading their rain, ‘coming down in buckets’, just to the south of Taunton Road. It
seemed as if the storm was moving north east along the power corridor from the Pickering Nuclear
Generating Station, so I pulled over onto the shoulder to capture this combination of natural and generated
power.
2) “Powerful Storm.2” shows my explorations with the Photoshop ‘cutout’ filter; just a mild application to
maintain the elements of the storm clouds and power lines, yet give a more abstract, painterly look. This gave
more prominence to the diagonal lines adding more drama and movement within the composition.
3) “Powerful Storm.3”, which I renamed “Approaching Storm” for the Zoom meeting is wilder still, using
extreme filter settings. Even though the downpour is no longer visible, I liked the implied movement of the
dark clouds across the roadway towards the remaining bright blue patches of sky on the right. The towers on
the left have morphed into ominous green-grey figures, emanating mysterious, powerful lines towards the
pole on the right. Since this image takes a bit of time to decipher, I felt that it engaged the viewer to a
greater extent and was more interesting and unique.

There is a crack in everything. That's how the light gets in.
– Leonard Cohen
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Above: Shanghai
Market Treasures,
by Leif Petersen
Left: Flexity, by
Matthew Robertson

We think that the point is to pass the test or to overcome the problem,
but the truth is that things don't really get solved. They come together and they fall apart.
– Pema Chödrön
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Hello from Rhonda
I haven’t been available to attend the last two meetings of
the Forum but I hope to join in again soon. I appreciate the
invitation to share what’s been happening since I have been
fairly busy these last few weeks.
My husband is getting ready for knee replacement surgery
on Nov. 11 if the hospital doesn’t call to cancel again. Since
he will be home by the 13th, I expect that he’ll need lots of
support and help managing around the house. If anyone has
gone through this surgery, I would appreciate any
suggestions that you can oﬀer.
I have been doing a bit of photography over the last few
weeks. One friend brought over their guitar so that I could
take some photos and here are a few of the images that I
ended up creating. Of course, I love playing with my images
and having fun is important to me.
I’ve also been spending a lot of time learning how to paint
with acrylics. I’ve been painting canvases, rocks, DVDs,
ornaments and even making necklaces.
continues next page…

As soon as I had a guitar I loved it, and I started playing in every spare moment.
– David Rawlings
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Basically, I’m using the time at home to learn
new things and I’m really enjoying what I’ve been
producing.
I look forward to being on a future Zoom
meeting and seeing everyone again!!!
Until then, take care,
Rhonda

It's often about the simple things, isn't it? Painting and photography are first about seeing, they say.
– Linda Olsson
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Fresh Leaves in Autumn, by Marie Algieri-Goldgrub

This photo was created in Algonquin Park in late September. I was struck by this one
tree that had fresh, almost springtime like leaves on its tender branches. All around,
were fallen leaves and bare trees, which contributed to the unusual jewel-tone colours
in this scene.
There was a kind of sadness knowing that these leaves would not make it to maturity.
It was this thought that inspired me to photograph it in the way I did.

The clearest way into the Universe is through a forest wilderness.
– John Muir
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Freeman Patterson tells
us “the camera always
points both ways. In
expressing your subject,
you also express yourself.”
This image is allegorical
as it points to my
spiritual journey toward
the light.
Shot in Ranthambore
National Park in
Rajasthan, India in 2019.

The Path, by Dass

Forum Critique Acronym
by Dass
In an eﬀort to create more focused and insightful comments on images, I've been working on an acronym
as a reminder of things to consider when critiquing. Feel free to use this as is, or add to it, or as stimulus
to create your own. We owe it to each other to give the best image analysis we can.

I

initial impression, like - dislike, why?
intention, what was the maker's intention and was it achieved

M

mood, has the maker created a mood in the image, and how was that achieved
monochrome, done eﬀectively, range of tones, appropriate for the image
movement, is there a 'flow' to the image, or is it disjointed, is it eﬀective

A

artistic elements, composition, flow,
abstract, is it compelling

G

gestalt, is the whole greater than the sum of its parts, does the image 'hold together'
graphic design, line, shape, colour, texture, space, does the image work

E

emotion, does the image create a feeling in you, how does it make you feel. Why?
expression, is the maker expressed in their work, what does the image tell you about the maker.

All photographs are self-portraits.
– Minor White

